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On this website, you can find the complete menu of Old Mill Cafe from Chichester. Currently, there are 15 dishes
and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What H1465AZstephenw likes about Old Mill Cafe:
We found this cafe really nice with a friendly owner, who judging by some comments on here doesn't suffer fools
gladly and why should he! The sandwiches and coffee were very nice and fresh. don't be put off by the negative
comments and also be aware he is closed on Monday and Tuesday (although on this site it says only Monday.

read more. The diner is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations, and
there is no-charge WLAN. If the weather conditions are right, you can also eat outside. What marktA5828CH

doesn't like about Old Mill Cafe:
Turned up and were greeted by the rudest man ive ever met. Cannot revue food as we left. I think one of the

problems was we were utility workers and he did not want us there. We have no problems in Kirdford and
Plaistow. They were most welcoming. read more. A roundtrip through Great Britain without getting on a plane is

effortlessly possible when it comes to culinary delights: Old Mill Cafe in Chichester traditionally shines for
example with Fish and Chips, mashed potatoes or roast with Yorkshire Pudding and as dessert a fine Trifle, For

a snack, you can also have the fine sandwiches, small salads and other snacks. If you decide to come for
breakfast, a hearty brunch is ready for you, and you can expect original Italian cuisine with classics like pizza and

pasta.
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